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Each Training Guide will be organized around the exam objectives.  This makes it very easy for readers to focus on areas where they need to improve.  It also helps them identify what the key topics on the exam will be.

MCSD Training Guide: Visual Basic 6 Exams is designed for developers with the goal of certification as a Microsoft Certified Solutions Developer (MCSD). It covers both the Designing and Implementing Distributed Applications with Microsoft Visual Basic 6.0 exam (70-175) and the Designing and Implementing Desktop Applications with Microsoft Visual Basic 6.0 exam (70-176). These exams measure your ability to design and implement distributed and desktop application solutions by using Microsoft Visual Basic version 6.0.

This book is your one-stop shop. Everything you need to know to pass the exams is in here, and Microsoft has approved it as study material. You do not have to take a class in addition to buying this book to pass the exam. However, depending on your personal study habits or learning style, you may benefit from buying this book and taking a class.

This book also can help advanced users and administrators who are not studying for the exam but are looking for a single-volume reference on Microsoft’s TCP/IP implementation.

This book conducts you on a self-guided tour of all the areas covered by the VB6 Distributed Applications exam and the VB6 Desktop Applications exam and teaches you the specific skills you need to achieve your MCSD certification. You’ll also find helpful hints, tips, real-world examples, exercises, and references to additional study materials. Specifically, this book is set up to help you in the following ways:

	Organization. This book is organized by individual exam objectives. Every objective you need to know for the VB6 Distributed Applications exam and the VB6 Desktop Applications exam is covered in this book. The objectives are not covered in exactly the same order as they are listed by Microsoft, but we have attempted to organize the topics in the most logical and accessible fashion to make it as easy as possible for you to learn the information.
	Instructional Features. This book has been designed to provide you with multiple ways to learn and reinforce the exam material.
	Final Review. This part of the book provides you with three valuable tools for preparing for the exam.        
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Mind Hacks : Tips & Tricks for Using Your BrainO'Reilly, 2004
 This exploration into the moment-by-moment works of the brain uses cognitive neuroscience to present experiments, tricks, and tips related to vision, motor skills, attention, cognition, subliminal perception. Each "hack" examines specific operations of the brain. By seeing how the brain responds, you'll learn more about how the...
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Sound - Perception - Performance (Current Research in Systematic Musicology)Springer, 2013

	Musical Performance covers many aspects like Musical Acoustics, Music Psychology, or motor and prosodic actions. It deals with basic concepts of the origin or music and its evolution, ranges over neurocognitive foundations, and covers computational, technological, or simulation solutions. This volume gives an overview about current research...
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Advanced Joomla!Apress, 2013

	Advanced Joomla! teaches you advanced techniques for customizing a Joomla! CMS, including creating templates, administration, and building extensions. It will provide the technical know-how and a bonanza of information that will allow you to take your Joomla! sites to the next level.

	

	Written by bestselling...
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Flash Builder and Flash Catalyst: The New WorkflowFriends of Ed, 2010

	The Flash Platform is changing. Flash Builder and Flash Catalyst have brought a new separation of design and coding to web development that enables a much more efficient and streamlined workflow. For designers and developers used to the close confines of Flash, this is a hugely liberating but at first alien concept. This book teaches you the...
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Cloud Computing and VirtualizationJohn Wiley & Sons, 2018

	
		The purpose of this book is first to study cloud computing concepts, security concern in clouds and data centers, live migration and its importance for cloud computing, the role of firewalls in domains with particular focus on virtual machine (VM) migration and its security concerns. The book then tackles design, implementation of...
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Microsoft .NET Framework Professional ProjectsPremier Press, 2002
Use .NET Framework to accomplish real-world, professional tasks. .NET Framework Professional Projects is your key to unlocking the power of .NET Framework. Each project focuses on a specific concept and is based on a real-world situation. Enhance your skills as you work through eleven projects including creating XML schemas, creating a Web service...
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